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ABSTRACT 
This video details the development of an intelligent outdoor 
Guide robot. The main objective is to deploy an innovative 
robotic guide which is not only able to show information, but to 
react to the affective states of the users, and to offer location-
based services using augmented reality. The scientific challenges 
concern autonomous outdoor navigation and localization, robust 
24/7 operation, affective interaction with visitors through outdoor 
human and facial feature detection as well as engaging interactive 
behaviors in an ongoing non-verbal dialogue with the user. 
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Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The video describes the main objectives and challenges of project 
FROG. This project focuses on an emerging class of intelligent 
robot platforms that we call Outdoor Guide Robots. The proposed 
research will make autonomous outdoor robots into viable and 
significant location-based outdoor service providers with capacity 
to transform our experience of outdoor spaces, and, in particular, 
outdoor touristic scenarios. 

The project aims to the development of an innovative robotic 
guide, which can enhance the experience of visitors of touristic 
places. While robotic guides have been developed in the past [3, 
2], the FROG robot will generate an innovative installation that 
includes affective computing as the key to adapt to the users. We 
envision a robotic solution that can operate 24/7 in outdoor 
environments, has an interesting personality that can engage small 
groups of visitors for part of their visit, it detects visitors group-
formation and their engagement with the robot and it offers 
multiple interaction modalities and augmented reality content to 

experience novel aspects of the site. This way, the robot will offer 
short enjoyable tours for families or friends that they can enjoy at 
their own pace while engaging with the content of the site.  

The accompanying video submission shows the robots inner 
hardware and shell designs as well as tests that were run to assess 
user needs, autonomous mapping and localization and person 
tracking as well as engagement and affect detection. Next steps 
for the coming are the implementation of adaptive robot behaviors 
and content display through interaction with the visitors and in 
response to their engagement as measured by affect detection 
through facial feature extraction outdoors. The interaction 
modalities of the robots are currently audio, video display, 
movement and projection. These will be extended the next year 
with light and an antenna for gestural expression and pointing. 

2. GOALS AND CHALLENGES 
To achieve this goal, the project has to solve a series of 
challenging problems: 

 Reliable autonomous outdoor robot operation.  
 Automatic, multimodal vision-based recognition of 

spontaneous displays of conversational and affective signals.  
 Localization and Navigation in populated and dynamic 

environments.  
 Cognitive social-psychological evaluation of user responses 

to robots adaptive behaviors.  
 Multi-modal human robot interaction and location based 

content.  
A series of data collection, real-world technical deployment and 
user studies in the lab (for example: [1]) and in real world are 
carried out to guide the development of FROG at end-user sites 
(Royal Alcazar in Seville, Spain, and the Lisbon zoo in Portugal). 
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